
WELSH HYMNS IN ENGLAND - 2. 

Welsh hymn tunes are generally very singable and consequently have 
been taken up regularly in England for what are clearly English words. 
One notable example is Love divine all love excelling which was written 
by Charles Wesley in 1747 to a tune by Henry Purcell and featured in his 
masque  King Arthur to the words Fairest Isle. This is still printed in 
Methodist hymnbooks although a number of tunes have been used 
notably 'Love Divine' by John Stainer, Bethany by Henry Smart and 
Hyfrydol by R.H.Pritchard but since the 1940s Blaenwern by 
W.P.Rowlands has taken over. Other examples include Rachie for 'Who 
is on the Lord's side, Penlan for In heavenly love abiding Rhuddlan for 
Judge eternal throned in splendour Llef for Lord speak to me 
Aberystwyth for Jesu lover of my soul and Calon Lan for What a friend 
we have in Jesus.  etc 

In recent years the use of folk tunes has become more common 
especially in the popular and evangelical books and this applies to 
Scotland as well where one or two authors have often used tunes like 
the Skye boat song and Kelvingrove. From Wales The Ash Grove and All 
through the night have been adopted equally successfully. Such 
initiatives have not always been successful as one or two hymns have 
not been successfully introduced. A classical communion hymn Jesus 
invites his saints by Isaac Watts set to Bod Alwyn and A sovereign 
protector I have by A.M.Toplady set to Trewen have not been generally 
adopted for use. Yet Ebenezer now set to Tell his praise in song and story 
by the contemporary author Timothy Dudley-Smith has worked 
well.  The changing patterns of worship and the increasing role of music 
groups is of course a new factor not easy to predict. 

 

 

 


